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- | Aerial photographs of the area in and areund the r 

of Major General EDWIN A, WALKER, U. S. Army (retixed), 4011 T 

Creek Boulevard, were taken by SA LEE from a Bell Airerast Compan 

helicopter piloted by WAYNE SPILKER. has 

| These photographs bearing the below-listed identification 

designations are des cribed as fo Llows: 

PHOTO DESTCNATION DESCRIPTION 

DL 52(¢1) Wa, cco Locking northeast with 

at | Missouri, Kenses, end Texas (MAT F 

.- running from the-bottem of 

the photograph through the right center 

to the upper—right center of the pheto- 

graph and Turtle Creek Boulevard to the 

left of these railroad tracks running 

from the bottom left of the photograph 

up through the left-hand side cf the 

photograph. This street is a six- lane 

‘road. North Central Expressway is | 

depicted in the upper-right. corner of 

the photograph. 

king “scuthesst with the 
downtown area of Dallas in the upper 

right center of the photograph, Norch. 

Central Expressway cue? from the 

left-hand side of the photograph through 

the upper center of the Papier aha 

toward the downtowa srea, and Preston 

Road ia the bette m2 nesiber ef the photo= 

graph. | 

DL 52(¢2) Photegraph lo 

DL 52(3) Photograph locking northeast depicting 

8 North Central Expressway in the lower 

front of the photograph, Fitzhugh Street 
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PHOTO DESIGNATION _ DESCRIPTIN 

52(3) cont'd. in the lower right of ‘bis photograp ph, 
=i. and Love Field in the upper-right 

corner of the phetegraph. 

DL 52(4) ‘Photograph looking southeast depicts 
| | the residence of Major General EDWIN 

A. WALKER in the lower center of-the 
photograph, Turtle Creek Boulevard | 
running from the lower left-hand corner 
diagonally toward the upper-right 

* center of the photograph, and North 
Central Expressway at the upper 

portion of the photograph runing 
from left to right. 

DE. 52(5) Peotexractl looking dobeaeat with the 
= | MKT Railroad tracks running from .the 

lower left-hand corner of the photo- 
graph through the left center of the 
photograph. The downtown area of 
Dallas is in the uprer left-hand 
corner of the photograph. — 

DL 52(6) | | Photograph looking south rest, the 
ot lk rs . esidence of Major General EDWIN A, 

WALKER in the lower center of the 
photograph, Oaklaws : Avenue rmning 

‘from the right center of the photo= 
graph thrdugh the middle of the photo-. 
graph and then turning toward the 
upper left-hand corner of the photo~. 
graph. Turtle Creek Boulevard is 
shown from the lower left center of 
the photegraph across the photograph 
to the lowsr-right corer, 
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